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INTRO 
Perhaps a bit less known that its younger siblings the HD600 & HD650, the HD580 was first introduced in 
1993 as the successor to the HD540 Reference series (Ref I, II & Gold) as well as the HD560 Ovation 
series (I & II) which were Sennheiser’s flagship models from the 1980’s. Like the younger siblings, the 
580 went through some revisions throughout its time. While there are 4 supposed versions, led by the 
infamous “German” version of the 580, one that has led many people down a deep rabbit hole in search 
of something whose existence is anecdotal at best. We will be exploring 3 versions of the HD580, an 
Irish made flat plate, and 2 versions of the Irish made raised plate (see name plate section). In typical folk lore 
fashion, these older and “rarer” models are now highly sought after with claims of one acoustic screen 
type being better than the other. In HPHQ where the combination of baffle memes and a bot giving 
instant access to listings have wrecked the prices on the HD580 market. So, while undoubtably a flat 
plate 580’s is rarer and harder to find are they actually better? Let us find out, but before we do though, 
please remember that we will be talking about subtle differences between nearly identical headphones. 
So, the differences are obviously relative to each other and in some cases extremely slim. 



NAMEPLATE VERSIONS 

 
Head-Fi threads have outlined the 4 “Generations” of HD580, and while I do not agree with the 

categorization here is what I have found. 

FLAT PLATE [FP] 

Version 1*: “HD 580” printed directly on headband w/ “Made in Germany” clip inside the 
headband.  

Version 2: “HD 580” printed directly on headband w/ “Made in Ireland” clip inside the headband. 

RAISED PLATE [RP] 

Version 3: “HD 580” printed on a raised name plate on the headband w/ black silk acoustic screen. 

Version 4: “HD 580” printed on a raised name plate on the headband w/ white acoustic screen. 



   
(Credit to Dino on SBAF) 

For this paper we will be referring to only FP (Irish made Black Paper) and both RP-BS (Irish made Black 
Silk) / RP-WP (Irish made White Paper) to differentiate between the versions we will discuss.  

*Since I have neither heard nor seen a German made 580 we will simply reference it here as a possible version of the HD580.  

“GERMAN” 580 FOLKTALE 
Throughout the years, it has become increasingly 
difficult to find flat plate 580’s in good condition. 
People have sought after these older models for 
the rarity and collector status, claiming they are, 
clearer, brighter and leaner than later revisions of 
these headphones. This chase has led many 
people to search for the infamous “German 
made” flatplate HD580. Threads on Head-Fi and 
SBAF have accounts of people who have “owned” 
or found “evidence” of these extremely rare 
models. Although there is no evidence in terms of 
serial number tracking or differences in design or 
acoustic screens, user point to the clip inside the 
headband which reads “Made in Germany” as 
possible proof that these in fact did exist. While it 
is possible that the clips are simply transplants 
from other headphones, it is also possible that 
these very early (probably prototype) German 
made HD580 did exist and perhaps a few might 
still be lingering around… or maybe not.  

                                                 (Credit to Svstem) 



TIMELINE 
Below is an estimated timeline of the production run for the HD580. 

• 1993: Release of HD580.  
• 1995: Release of 50th Anniversary edition of the HD580 Jubilee 
• 1997: Design changes to raised name plate HD580 w/ black silk acoustic screen instead of 

black paper 
• 2007: HD580 is discontinued 
• 2019: Massdrop introduces the HD58x 

SPECS  
• Release: 1993  
• Type: Open back over ear Dynamic diaphragm  
• Frequency Characteristic: Diffuse field compensated 
• Frequency Response: 10Hz-41,000Hz 
• Headphone Caliper Pressure: ~2.5 N 
• Sensitivity at 1kHz: 97dB *Sensitivity is known to vary throughout on different variants 
• Impedance: 300 Ohm 
• THD: <= 0.1% 
• Weight: 260g 
• Cable: 3 meters Oxygen-Free copper cable (OFC) terminating at 1/4" (6.3 mm) stereo jack plug 
• Adapter: 1/4" (6.3 mm) stereo jack plug to 3.5 mm stereo jack plug 

SENSITIVITY 
Here are a few readings at 300 Hz for the same input voltage, all with brand new earpads. Readings 
show the FP is less sensitive than the RP. 

• 580 RP-BS: 85 dB 
• 580 RP-WP: 84.7 dB 
• 580 FP: 83.7 dB 
• 580 Jubilee: 81.2 dB 

 

 

 



DESIGN & BUILD 

 

The 580 is made entirely of plastic and while thick, does not feel as premium as both the HD600 and 
HD650. Still, the feel is rather solid and has withstood the test of time as many are still in excellent 
condition decades later. Some people are bothered by the grills on the 580 and have swapped them out 
for 600 or 650 grills. In terms of build, like the younger brothers, the 580 can be easily taken apart. This 
means that replacing broken parts, either with genuine or transplants, is quick and easy. Clamp force is 
initially strong, depending on the age and wear of the unit purchased.  

 



SILVER SCREEN 580 

Supposedly people purchased some later versions (2007s) of the HD580 that had a silver mesh screen. I 
assume this is what some users referred to as the 4th Generation. Many threads were suspicious that 
this was simply a HD600 or HD650 driver in a 580 housing, further adding to the confusion around 
acoustic screen changes. Below is a HD580 driver from 2007 that looks to be remarkably similar to 
HD650 driver. This driver does not have the brass ring the older HD580 models had. 

               
                                                                                                                                                                     (Credit to Bill-P SBAF) 

PACKAGING 

 
(Credit to SHAMuuu on headfi for 2nd image) 

The original version of these headphones came packed in a card box which contained the headphones, 
stock cable and pamphlets. The later raised plate models came in a box with a clear plastic covering (top 

left image). You could typically find the product number along with the serial number printed on the box. 



COMFORT & PADS 
I find the HD580 super comfortable, along with all the other 6x0 variants. Initially the clamp is very tight 
and could be too much for some, especially if you have a large head. If you attempt to adjust the clamp 
pressure be sure to do it the correct way, by extending the headband and only bending slightly at the 
metal arm center (link video). Pads are extremely comfortable and while I find the headband padding 
comfortable, I prefer the style of the 650 headband. Pads and foam should be replaced whenever 
necessary, especially since worn pads will drastically affect the sound. Both earpads and headband foam 
are sold by Sennheiser, Amazon, and other distributors so finding them is extremely easy, although a bit 
pricey coming in at around $50 for the pad replacement.  

 
(New Sennheiser pads vs old pads - Image source unknown) 

We can see the measurements of new vs old pads on a black silk HD650 below 

 

(Red BS 650 New Pads vs Green BS 650 Old Pads - Credit to Psalmanazar on SBAF) 



ACOUSTIC SCREENS 

   

FP-BP [Black Paper screen] vs RP-BS [Black Silk screen] vs RP-WP [White Paper screen]  

The 580 has an enigmatic history with which versions contained which screens aside from the original 
flat plate version which was black paper. Some people believe a white paper baffle was the final 
production version after the black silk (both raised plate) however it is nearly impossible to verify if this 
is true or not. Personally, I believe the white paper was a shorter run after the black paper flat plates, 
meaning it could have been the first runs of the raised plate 580 which I believe was around 1997. It 
would make sense that the remained of the production run was using the black silk that the HD600 was 
using from 1997 to around 2006/2007 before the HD600 switched to the silver screen, and around the 
time the 580 was discontinued. While it is also possible that the white paper run was due to production 
issues. In mid-2004 Sennheiser’s production facility in Tullamore, Ireland was severely damaged due to a 
fire. I do not know the effects the fire had on their manufacturing equipment or materials, so I cannot 
speculate if this was a cause for a material switch in the production years of the 580.  

I believe there was 5 acoustic screen 
revisions for the HD580 in the following 
order: 

• Black Paper on Flat Plate 
• Black Paper on Raised Plate *(transplant 

or early batch RP) 
• White Paper on Raised Plate  
• Black Silk on Raised Plate 
• Silver Screen Raised Plate with brass 
ring removed from driver structure (2007)  

      Oreo 580 w/ both white and black paper baffles [Credit saxon48 on headfi] 



TESTING 

 

SOURCES 

• Bryston BHA-1 
• Dangerous Music Convert 2 
• JBL M-Patch 2 
• Stock 650 cable (stock 600 cable is quite bad) 
• New Pads on all models 

TEST TRACKS / ALBUMS 

• Alive – Michael Kobrin 
• Kiss in Blue – Yello 
• Live in Paris – Diana Krall 
• Piano in Glassworks: I Philip Glass 
• Fear Inoculum – Tool 
• Iron Sky – Paolo Nutini 
• Inception: Time – Hans Zimmer 
• Sleepless Nights - 9th Wonder / Kamasi 

Washington  

• Read My Mind – Lianna La Havas 
• Moonlight – Death from Above 1979 
• Simmer – Hayley Williams 
• Give Life Back to Music – Daft Punk 
• Fresh Laundry – Allie X 
• The Adults are Talking – The Strokes 
• Wandering – Yosi Horikawa 
• Everybody Loves the Sunshine – Takuya Kuroda 
• Ain’t No Sunshine – Jose James 

 



SOUND 
The HD580 is a fairly neutral but slightly warm tilted headphone with a strong emphasis on midrange 
quality, tonal balance, and timbre. While the 580 shares some similarities with its younger siblings the 
tuning places it between the HD600 and HD650 in terms of tonality with some intangibles which we will 
discuss further. 

DIFFUSE FIELD TUNNING 

“A standard developed during the 80's to overcome the localization problems in the mid-frequencies so 
apparent in free-field equalized headphones. It has not completely replaced free-field equalization, it is 
just another alternative (another design philosophy). Diffuse field equalized headphone will try to mimic 
a flat frequency loudspeaker response in a reverberant room that has equal sound pressure in most 
locations inside the room (i.e., diffuse field). Such a headphone might have a different kind of frequency 
response, such as a peak at 2-3 kHz and 5-7 kHz and a sharper dip at 8 kHz. The effect should be like that 
of a diffuse field, but with a slightly different tonal balance.” [credit halcyon] 

The HD650 is the first chapter in a departure of the previous diffuse field tunned lineage which included 
the H580.  

BASS 

 Common Character 

Like most headphones tuned in that era, bass extension is not particularly great on the 580. 
While there is a tasteful amount of mid bass and punch, the sub-bass rolls off a cliff starting 
around 100hz. Out of the bunch (580, 600, 650) the bass on the 580 leans more towards my 
preferences which is tight and controlled, without as significant of a mid-bass hump as the 650. 
The bass can be characterized as sitting in the lowest end of a spectrum between both its 
younger sibling (the 600 and 650) in terms of body and fullness, especially in the mid-bass. 
Although I much prefer the transition from the bass to midrange on the 580. 

 Differences 

The 580 FP is certainly drier in the bass than the RP-BS and while they both roll off starting 
around 100hz the added warmth in the mid bass (100hz) of the RP-BS gives it a bit more body 
and presence there. However, bass on the FP although lacking mid-bass body is very clean and 
tight. 

 

MIDRANGE 

 Common Character 

The midrange is where the 580 excels, with a natural timbre and sweet tone that is intimate but 
not as forward as the 600. Most of what I said for the 600 also applies here, with the only 
difference being it is less shouty than the 600 with the mid to upper-mids (1kHz to 4kHz) being 



slightly recessed. While the midrange on the 580 is excellent, this is another area where there 
are some differences between baffle types. 

 Differences 

Midrange on the RP-BS is smooth, noticeably smoother than on the FP. Like the 600 and 650 
baffle differences, the forwardness and grain on the FP masks a bit of the depth and texture in 
the midrange, specifically the upper midrange (2kHz-4kHz) as this area is more in your face 
relative to the RP-BS. 

TREBLE 
 Common Character 

The treble is certainly not the 580’s best quality. The treble can be characterized as sitting 
between the 600 and the 650 in terms of tonality but with more grain than both. It is not 
particularly resolving in the treble and certainly reminiscent of the early 540s although less 
bright, peaky, and resolving. I find the 580 to have a slight veil (RP-BS specifically), not one that 
particularly bothers me and certainly not as much as the black silk 650. 

 Differences 

I find the FP to be brighter with more extension and an airier quality. The RP-BS is clockwise 
tilted by ~3 dB and while also grainy, feels less so than the FP which could be due to the added 
brightness and bite drawing more attention to the grain. That clockwise tilt gives the 580 RP-BS 
a slight sense of veil, one that is missing from the FP. 

INTANGIBLES  

Stage is similar to all other 6x0 variants, intimate. Like the 600 Black silk, the RP-BS has less of that 
forwardness and roughness than the FP which means the RP-BS has better layering and texture 
compared to the FP, whose more aggressive and forward presentation can sometimes mask micro 
dynamics and detail. The FP also seems to be more diffuse field tuned and least damped out of the set 
with quite a bit more bite and impact. 

Flat Plate 580 

• An aggressive presentation with better extension up top 
• Drier and grainier, less damped with more bite and impact (not bass quantity) 
• Forwardness in the upper midrange and treble creates a compressed sense of depth 

that masks micro dynamics and detail 

Raised Plate Black Silk 580 

• Smoother and warmer  
• More musical with better layering and depth 
• Better extension down low, slightly more congested up top 



MEASUREMENTS 

HD580 FP vs HD580 RP-BS 

HD580 Black Silk vs HD600 Black Silk vs HD650 Black Silk

 



VERDICT 
The 580 is a fantastic headphone that scales very well with source gear. While there are some sonic 
differences between the FP and the RP-BS, I would be happy with either. For someone looking for a less 
shouty HD600 with a smoother midrange and less mid-bass than an HD650, the 580 is the headphone 
for you. The FP is more in your face, drier and grainier with a less smooth midrange and better treble 
extension. The RP-BS is smoother, with a more refined and rounded sound, I would even call it musical 
compared to the FP which has a leaner, tighter and more aggressive presentation. I prefer the layering 
and texture on the RP-BS to the FP as I think some of the grain and forwardness of the FP compresses 
the perception of depth. However, I do prefer the less damped presentation the FP provides with that 
extra bite, impact, and tightness around the bass (not quantity, the RP-BS has more body and weight). I 
do think the RP-BS is a better all-rounder that will be well behaved and easier to listen to, not to 
mention a RP-BS will be far easier to find than a FP. For everyday listening I prefer the RP-BS.  

TLDR 
While there are some subtle sonic differences between the 580 FP and 580 RP-BS, I could honestly live 
with either, they are after all both 580s. The frequency response presents those differences in tonality 
well, a ~3 dB clockwise tilt centered around 300hz on the 580 RP-BS. For my tastes, I tend to prefer the 
less damped, brighter, and more raw presentation of the 580 FP that gives you a bit more bite and 
impact at the cost of being more forward and grainier (although sometimes it can be a bit much). If you 
prefer a smoother and more musical presentation for everyday listening, then the 580 RP-BS is for you. 
The FP is significantly harder to find, and prices are going up as collectors look to snatch them up. I 
would recommend just getting a good old 580 at a reasonable price (< $200). Do not pay any attention 
to the baffle, and just enjoy your music, because that is what the 580 does best!   

BOTTOM LINE 
What a waste of time this was. This baffle shit specifically on the 580, is complete non-sense. And yes 
580 still GOAT, or wait… what about the 540 Gold?? 

 



BREAKDOWNS 
Sennheiser 6X0 Series Acoustic Screen Breakdown 

[Part 1 - 580](http://audioslams.com/audio/6XOBreakdown_580Series_AcousticScreens.pdf) 

[Part 2 - 600](http://audioslams.com/audio/6XOBreakdown_600Series_AcousticScreens.pdf) 

[Part 3 - 650](http://audioslams.com/audio/6XOBreakdown_650Series_AcousticScreens.pdf) 

Early Hifiman Legends  

[EARLY HIFIMAN LEGENDS HE4-HE5-HE6](http://audioslams.com/audio/HFM_EarlyLegends.pdf) 

OTHER 
Thank you to everyone that provided feedback and support along the way, you know who you are. 

 

 

 

http://audioslams.com/audio/6XOBreakdown_580Series_AcousticScreens.pdf
http://audioslams.com/audio/6XOBreakdown_600Series_AcousticScreens.pdf
http://audioslams.com/audio/6XOBreakdown_650Series_AcousticScreens.pdf
http://audioslams.com/audio/HFM_EarlyLegends.pdf
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